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Abstract

Background

Platelet count is essential for the diagnosis and management of hemostasis abnormalities.

Although existing platelet count methods installed in common hematology analyzers can

correctly count platelets in normal blood samples, they tend to miscount platelets in some

abnormal samples. The newly developed PLT-F channel in the XN-Series hematology ana-

lyzer (Sysmex) has been reported to be a reliable platelet count system, even in abnormal

samples. However, how the PLT-F platelet counting system achieves such accuracy has

not been described in scientific articles.

Methods

Isolated platelets, erythrocytes, and fragmented erythrocytes were examined using an auto-

mated hematology analyzer. The samples were labeled by combining PLT-F reagents and

anti-CD62p, CD63, Grp75, Calreticulin, CD41, or CD61 antibody, and analyzed using con-

focal laser scanning microscopy or flow cytometry.

Results

The PLT-F system correctly discriminated platelets in erythrocytes. Its reagents strongly

stained some intraplatelet organelles labeled with anti-Grp75, but only faintly stained the

plasma membrane of both platelets and erythrocytes. Microscopic observation and flow

cytometric examination revealed that all of these strongly stained cells were also labeled

with platelet-specific anti-CD41 and anti-CD61 antibodies.

Conclusions

This study revealed that the staining property of the PLT-F reagents, by which platelets and

fragmented erythrocytes are clearly distinguished, contributes to the platelet-counting accu-

racy of the PLT-F system.
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Introduction
Platelet count, which is usually performed on whole blood using automated hematology ana-
lyzers in clinical laboratories, is essential for the diagnosis and management of hemostasis
abnormalities [1–5]. The first-generation automated platelet counters, which were introduced
in clinical laboratories nearly half a century ago, were developed to replace the labor-intensive
and irreproducible routine manual platelet counting [6]. Some improved first-generation sys-
tems, such as PLT-I (Sysmex, Kobe, Japan), CDS-I (Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, IL,
USA), and LH-750 impedance (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA), are installed in modern
automated hematology analyzers and are still used in clinical laboratories. However, the first-
generation systems cannot distinguish platelets from other particles of the same size because
these systems depend on only particle size, which is measured using electric impedance.

To resolve this issue, a precise platelet count method using platelet-specific monoclonal
antibodies and multiparameter flow cytometry was developed [7, 8]. However, because of its
costly operation and slightly complicated procedures, the immunological method has not
become a standard method in general clinical laboratories. Nonetheless, this accurate method
has developed into the reference method of platelet counting.

Second-generation automated platelet count systems, based on flow cytometry, were first
developed over 10 years ago. These systems, such as PLT-O (Sysmex), CDS-O (Abbott), and
ADVIA optical counting method (Siemens), are installed in common automated hematology
analyzers currently used in clinical laboratories. These methods can count platelets correctly in
the majority of blood samples, some exceptions are unusual samples with low platelet concen-
tration or those containing abnormal cells, such as megathrombocytes [9–16]. In particular,
blood specimens from severely burned patients are among the most difficult samples for com-
mon platelet counters because they contain too many fragmented erythrocytes (RBC ghosts),
which are the same size as platelets. Although the most reliable platelet counting method for
such specimens is flow cytometry with platelet-specific antibodies, this method remains diffi-
cult to use routinely in clinical laboratories. For these reasons, a fast, reliable, affordable, and
easy-to-use platelet count system is required.

The next-generation automatic platelet count method, PLT-F, which is based on fluorescent
labeling and flow cytometry, has been installed in the newly developed XN-Series hematology
analyzer (Sysmex). The PLT-F system is superior to the two existing routine methods: the sec-
ond-generation PLT-O and the first-generation PLT-I. This method is highly correlated with
the immunological reference method, even for samples with low platelet concentrations [17–
20]. In addition, the PLT-F system can enumerate platelets in blood samples from severe burn
injury patients with the same accuracy as the reference method [19]. However, how the system
achieves such accuracy has not been described in a scientific manner.

In this study, we compared two scattergrams, one of the new PLT-F system and the other of
the existing PLT-O system, obtained using the same whole-blood specimen. Then, we com-
pared the staining property of new PLT-F reagents to that of existing PLT-O reagents. Finally,
we examined whether the PLT-F system can discriminate platelets from fragmented erythro-
cytes accurately, in comparison with the immunological method.

Materials and Methods

Preparation of platelets, erythrocytes, and fragmented erythrocytes
The whole-blood samples from five volunteers were drawn into blood collection tubes with
K2-EDTA (Terumo, Tokyo, Japan). Pure platelet-rich plasma (PRP) was prepared by centrifu-
gation as described previously [21]. After collecting PRP, erythrocytes were collected from the
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rest of the blood sample using the Lymphocyte Separation Solution d = 1.119 (Nacalai Tesque,
Kyoto, Japan). Then, the cells were washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Washed
erythrocytes were then heated at 50°C for 15 min to prepare fragmented erythrocytes. These
samples were examined with the automated hematology analyzer XN-2000 (Sysmex) and XE-
2100 (Sysmex). These samples were stained with May-Grünwald-Giemsa staining solution
(Muto Pure Chemicals, Tokyo, Japan) and photographed using a BX-50 microscope with a
DP25 microscope camera (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).

Statistical analysis of the difference in platelet counts between PLT-F,
PLT-I, and PLT-O
Whole-blood specimens were collected from two donors. The PRP and erythrocyte fraction
were prepared from each blood specimen as described above. Control or fragmented erythro-
cyte (fRBC) fraction, PRP, and PBS were mixed in the proportion of 1:1:8 as a control
RBC-PRP or fRBC-PRP mixture. Then each mixture was examined 10 times in a row with the
XN-2000 using its three platelet-counting methods, PLT-F, PLT-I, and PLT-O. The means of
platelet numbers among the three methods (PLT-F, PLT-I, and PLT-O) were compared with a
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) (Pairwise comparisons using t-tests with pooled SD; P
value adjustment method: Bonferroni). Then, the means of the control and fRBC mixtures,
measured with the same counting method, were compared using a two-sample t-test. A p-
value equal to or below 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. All statistical analyses
were performed with EZR (Saitama Medical Center, Jichi Medical University, Saitama, Japan,
version 1.30) [22], which is a graphical user interface for R (The R Foundation for Statistical
Computing, Vienna, Austria, version 3.2.2; http://www.R-project.org/). More precisely, EZR is
a modified version of R commander (version 2.2–0) designed to add statistical functions fre-
quently used in biostatistics.

Confocal laser scanning microscopy
Samples were labeled with FITC anti-human CD41 monoclonal antibody P2 (Beckman-Coul-
ter IM0649U) or FITC anti-human CD61 monoclonal antibody SZ21 (Beckman-Coulter
IM1758) at a final concentration of 20 μg/ml in 1% bovine serum albumin (SIGMA)/PBS
(BSA/PBS), and were placed on a poly-L-lysine (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA)-coated
glass-bottomed dish (Matsunami Glass, Osaka, Japan) and incubated for 30 min at room tem-
perature (RT). For staining with either the PLT-F or PLT-O reagents, the samples on the PLL-
coated glass were covered with either the PLT-F or PLT-O reagent mixture (PLT-F, CELL-
PACK DFL:Fluorocell PLT = 50:1; PLT-O, RET SEARCH Dilution buffer:RET SEARCH (II)
staining dye = 50:1, Sysmex) for approximately 1 min at RT. Then, the samples were observed
with a confocal laser scanning microscope system (IX81, Olympus; CSU-X1, Yokogawa Elec-
tric, Tokyo, Japan; ImagEM, Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu, Japan).

To analyze the intraplatelet staining property of the PLT-F reagent, we first placed 1/10
diluted PRP with PBS on Poly-L-Lysine coated glass-bottomed dish (D11131H, Matsunami)
and allowed platelets to attach for more than 30 min at RT. After removal of the supernatant,
the platelets on the glass were covered with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS and allowed to fix for
20 min at RT. After removal of the fixation solution, platelets were rinsed in three changes of
100 mM glycine/PBS and permeabilized by 0.2% TritonX-100/PBS for 2 min. After the per-
meabilization solution was removed, the platelets were rinsed twice with PBS and covered with
blocking solution (1% Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) /PBS) for 30 min. Then, the blocking
buffer was replaced with the primary antibody solution; both 1/20 anti-CD63-FITC (mouse
monoclonal IgG1 clone CLBthromb/6, Beckman-Coulter) and 1/200 anti-Grp75 (rabbit
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monoclonal IgG1 clone D13H4, Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA), or both 1/20
anti-CD62p-FITC (mouse monoclonal IgG1 clone CLBGran/12, Beckman-Coulter) and anti-
Calreticulin (rabbit monoclonal IgG clone D3E6, Cell Signaling Technology). Subsequently, he
samples were incubated overnight at 4°C. After rinsing three times in PBS, platelets were incu-
bated in a secondary antibody solution including both 1/400 Alexa Fluor 488 conjugated goat
anti-mouse IgG (H+L) secondary antibody (A-11029, Thermo Fisher scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA) and 1/400 Alexa Fluor 546 conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (H+L) secondary antibody
(A-11035, Thermo Fisher scientific) in 1% BSA/PBS for 30 min at RT. After rinsing three times
in PBS, platelets were covered with 2% Fluorocell-PLT (Sysmex) in PBS and observed with a
confocal laser scanning microscopy FV-10i (Olympus).

Flow cytometry
Equal volumes of platelets and fragmented erythrocytes were mixed. For both, 3 μl of FITC-
labeled antibody (either anti-CD41 monoclonal antibody P2 (Beckman-Coulter IM0649U) or
control IgG (Beckman-Coulter A07795)) and 3 μl of PE-labeled antibody (either anti-CD61
monoclonal antibody SZ21 (Beckman-Coulter IM3605) or control IgG (Beckman-Coulter
A07796)) were added to 24 μl of the mixture and incubated for 30 min at RT. After labeling
with both antibodies, the mixture was stained with 300 μl of the PLT-F reagent mixture for 90
sec at RT and analyzed using an EC800 cell analyzer (Sony, Tokyo, Japan).

Ethics statement
This study was approved by Sysmex Ethics Committee. All participants provided their written
informed consent to participate in this study according to the study protocol.

Results

Direct comparison of PLT-F and PLT-O scattergrams
First, we directly compared the two flow cytometric platelet count scattergrams (PLT-F and
PLT-O), which were taken with the same XN-2000 analyzer at the same time from the same
whole-blood sample from a healthy volunteer (Fig 1). Platelets and erythrocytes were clearly
discriminated by the intensity of the forward-scattered light (vertical axis in Fig 1) on these two
scattergrams. However, erythrocytes were stained differently by each fluorescent dye. Erythro-
cytes, which are displayed as a compact cluster on the PLT-F scattergram, formed a long-tailed
cluster on the PLT-O scattergram. This comparison revealed that each dye from these two sys-
tems had different staining properties.

Different staining properties of PLT-F and PLT-O reagents
Next, we examined the differences of staining properties between PLT-F and PLT-O reagents.
For this purpose, we prepared platelet-rich plasma as isolated platelets, purified erythrocytes by
density-gradient centrifugation, and fragmented erythrocytes (also known as RBC ghosts) by
applying heat shock to purified erythrocytes (Fig 2A). Then, we stained each cell with either
PLT-F or PLT-O reagents in the same manner as in the automated hematology analyzers, and
observed them with a confocal laser scanning microscope (Fig 2B and 2C, upper panels).
When we stained platelets with the PLT-F reagents, intraplatelet structures were strongly
labeled (Fig 2B, upper left), but plasma membranes of both platelets and erythrocytes (and also
fragmented erythrocytes) were only slightly stained (Fig 2B, upper panels). In contrast, PLT-O
reagents stained not only platelets but also the plasma membrane of erythrocytes effectively (Fi
2C, upper). Both isolated platelets and erythrocytes were correctly identified in each
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scattergram (Fig 2B and 2C, lower, left and middle). Almost all of the fragmented erythrocytes
were also recognized as RBC on the PLT-F scattergram, but a subset of them was misidentified
as platelets on the PLT-O scattergram (Fig 2B and 2C, lower right, pale blue dots surrounded
by yellow dashed line).

Platelet counts of PLT-F were less affected by fragmented erythrocytes
than PLT-O
To confirm whether the PLT-F system could discriminate platelets from fragmented erythro-
cytes, we prepared and measured two types of artificial erythrocytes-platelets mixtures, which
contained equal concentrations of platelets. The difference between the mixtures was that one
included a control erythrocyte fraction composed of normal RBCs, and the other included a
heat-treated erythrocyte fraction composed of mainly fragmented erythrocytes (fRBCs). Then,
those mixtures were measured with three platelet counting methods, PLT-F, PLT-O, and
PLT-I for ten times per sample. As shown in the scattergrams (Fig 3), PLT-F seemed to cor-
rectly distinguish fRBCs and platelets (Fig 3A, top-right), although the PLT-O scattergram mis-
identified small fragmented erythrocytes as platelets (Fig 3A, middle-right, pale blue dots
surrounded by yellow dashed line). The PLT-I method also seemed to misidentify the frag-
mented erythrocytes as platelets (Fig 3A, bottom). When we statistically analyzed the mixture
containing the control RBCs, no significant difference was found between the PLT-F and
PLT-O methods (Fig 3B, Table 1, and Table A in S1 File). Although platelet counts with the
PLT-F system significantly increased by 15% (Donor [23]) or 17% (Donor [24]) in the fRBC
mixture, the rates of increase were much less than those of PLT-O (372%, 661%) or PLT-I
(326%, 996%) (Fig 3B, Table 1, and Tables in S1 File).

Intraplatelet staining property of the PLT-F dye
As shown above, the PLT-F reagents strongly stained a few granules in every platelet (Fig 2B).
To identify which granules the PLT-F stained, we performed immunofluorescence with differ-
ent types of granule marker antibodies (anti-CD62p/P-selectin as an α-granule marker, anti-
CD63 as a dense granule marker [25], anti-Grp75/mortalin as a possible marker for mitochon-
dria [26], and anti-Calreticulin as a possible marker for residual endoplasmic reticulum and
dense tubular system [27]). This was followed by PLT-F staining, which demonstrate that the
anti-Grp75 antibody signals were overlapped with the PLT-F stained granules (Fig 4A, yellow

Fig 1. Typical scattergrams of the two flow cytometric platelet count channels on the XN-Series
automated hematology analyzer. The same whole-blood sample from a healthy volunteer was measured at
the same time on the XN-2000 automated hematology analyzer. Each panel shows PLT-F (left) and PLT-O
(right) scattergrams. FSC: forward scattered light; SFL: side fluorescent; RBC: erythrocytes; PLT: platelets;
IPF: immature platelet fraction; RET: reticulocytes.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0141311.g001
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arrowheads). In contrast, there was little evidence of a co-localization of PLT-F and the other
three antibody signals (Fig 4A and 4B).

Staining consistencies between PLT-F reagents and platelet-specific
antibodies
To compare the staining specificity of PLT-F reagents with that of reference monoclonal anti-
bodies, anti-CD41 and anti-CD61, we stained a platelet and fragmented erythrocyte mixture
with both PLT-F reagents and each of the antibodies, and observed the staining patterns using

Fig 2. Platelets and fragmented erythrocytes were distinguished with PLT-F reagents. In each row, the
left, middle, and right columns show platelets (PLT), erythrocytes (RBC), and fragmented erythrocytes
(fRBC), respectively. (A) May-Giemsa-stained cells. (B) (Upper) PLT-F-stained cells. (Lower) PLT-F
scattergrams. (C) (Upper) PLT-O-stained cells. (Lower) PLT-O scattergrams. Pale blue dots surrounded by
yellow dashed line indicate fRBCmisidentified as platelets. Bars: 5 μm.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0141311.g002
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Fig 3. Comparison among three platelet countingmethods using a fragmented RBC-PRPmixture.
Three platelet counting methods (PLT-F, PLT-O, and PLT-I) were compared using a control or fragmented
RBC (fRBC) and platelet rich plasma (PRP) mixture. The mixtures were made from two donors’ blood and
examined ten times per sample. (A) Typical scattergrams from the three methods. Top: PLT-F, middle:
PLT-O, bottom: PLT-I. Left: control RBC and PRPmixture, right: fRBC and PRPmixture. The pale blue dots
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confocal laser scanning microscopy (Fig 5). The PLT-F reagents strongly stained some small
cells (Fig 5, middle, arrowheads), which completely overlapped with antibody-labeled platelets
(Fig 5, left and right, arrowheads). However, the reagents faintly stained the plasma membrane
of fragmented erythrocytes (Figs 2, 4 and 5). Thus, we concluded that PLT-F reagents, similar
to the reference antibodies, could be used to distinguish platelets.

Comparison of PLT-F reagents with platelet-specific antibodies using a
multipurpose flow cytometer
Finally, we analyzed the platelet and fragmented erythrocyte mixture that was stained with
FITC-anti-CD41, PE-anti-CD61, and the PLT-F reagents using a multipurpose flow cytometer.
Through the analysis of the triple-stained sample, platelets (CD41+/CD61+ small particles)
were distinguished from fragmented erythrocytes (CD41-/CD61- particles) by the PLT-F stain-
ing (Fig 4A). Labeling by a single antibody (anti-CD41 or anti-CD61) and PLT-F reagents
showed essentially the same results (Fig 4B and 4C). We also confirmed that platelets were not
separated from fragmented erythrocytes on FSC/SSC scattergram or by the electrical imped-
ance method (S1 Fig).

Discussion
Through the direct comparison of two scattergrams from two platelet count systems, the new
PLT-F system and the existing PLT-O system installed in XN-Series automated hematology
analyzers (Fig 1), we noticed that each dye of these two systems had different staining proper-
ties for erythrocytes. In particular, reticulocytes, which are distinguished on the PLT-O scatter-
gram as they show higher fluorescence than mature erythrocytes (pink and red dots in lower
panels in Fig 2C), were not clearly distributed on the PLT-F scattergram (lower panels in Fig
2B). We previously demonstrated that the dyes used in the PLT-O method stained the intracel-
lular components of the reticulocytes [28] as well as platelets (Fig 2C), whereas the PLT-F
reagent would not stain the reticulocytes effectively, as indicated from the scattergrams in Fig
2B and 2C. Meanwhile, due to the same cationic properties of both dyes, because they were
designed to stain nucleic acids, those dyes can stain anionic plasma membranes to a greater or
lesser extent (Fig 2).

We examined the differences between these two reagents using isolated platelets, erythro-
cytes, and fragmented erythrocytes, which are the major confusing factors for platelet counting

surrounded by yellow dashed line indicate fRBCs misidentified as platelets. (B) Platelet count of the mixtures.
Data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation of the mean. F: PLT-F, O: PLT-O, I: PLT-I. Control: control
RBC and PRPmixture, fRBC: fragmented RBC and PRPmixture. Significant code ***means p < 0.001.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0141311.g003

Table 1. Mean, SD, and CV of platelet counts with PLT-F, PLT-O, and PLT-I.

Donor [23] Donor [24]

Control fRBC Control fRBC

Mean SD CV Mean SD CV Mean SD CV Mean SD CV

PLTF 6.82 0.15 2.27 7.84 0.13 1.61 4.51 0.06 1.26 5.27 0.09 1.80

PLTO 6.71 0.28 4.12 31.68 3.19 10.06 4.57 0.18 3.87 34.76 3.24 9.31

PLTI 6.06 0.19 3.13 25.84 0.44 1.70 4.20 0.11 2.51 46.02 0.56 1.22

SD: standard deviation, CV: coefficient of variation (%)

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0141311.t001
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because of their similar size to platelets [9]. Indeed, a subset of the fragmented erythrocytes
occupied the same region as platelets and was misidentified as platelets by the PLT-O system
(Figs 2C and 3A). This misidentification may have been due to the staining property of the
PLT-O reagents, which strongly stain the plasma membrane of erythrocytes (Fig 2C). The

Fig 4. PLT-F stain signals were overlapped with anti-Grp75 staining signals. (A) Anti-Grp75 (red in merge channel), anti-CD63 (green in merge channel)
and PLT-F (Blue in merge) triple staining. Yellow arrowhead indicates overlapped signals of anti-Grp75 and the PLT-F stain. (B) anti-calreticulin (Red in
merge), CD62p (green in merge) and PLT-F signals (Blue in merge). (A and B) “with PC” channels shows merged images of immunofluorescence, PLT-F,
and phase contrast images. PC stands for phase contrast. Bar = 1 μm.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0141311.g004

Fig 5. PLT-F reagents strongly stain CD41/CD61-positive platelets. In each row, a mixture of platelets
and fragmented erythrocytes was stained with both platelet-specific antibodies (anti-CD41 (A) or anti-CD61
(B), left) and PLT-F reagents (middle). Yellow arrowheads indicate platelets.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0141311.g005
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PLT-F reagents also stained some intraplatelet organelles, but the reagents only faintly stained
erythrocyte membranes (Figs 2B and 4). Such differences are assumed to be due to the differ-
ences in the chemical properties of the dyes; the dyes in the PLT-F reagents have a phenoxazine
backbone (Patent US20120315667 A1), whereas the dyes included in the PLT-O reagents were
fluorescent polymethine (Patent US5891731 A). Such different properties of each dye could
have caused the differences between the patterns of the PLT-F and PLT-O scattergrams (Figs
1–3), and the staining property of the PLT-F reagents would be the reason for the fine discrimi-
nation on the PLT-F scattergram between the platelets and fragmented erythrocytes (Figs 2B
and 3). Quantitative analysis using the platelets-fragmented erythrocytes mixture confirmed
the high discrimination performance of PLT-F system (Fig 3B, Table 1, and Tables in S1 File).
When we measured the artificial blood containing both platelets and high concentrations of
fragmented erythrocytes, the PLT-F system showed only a 15–17% increase in the platelet
count, whereas the PLT-O and PLT-I systems show more than 300% increases (Fig 3B, Table 1
and Tables in S1 File). In addition, we found an unexpectedly high coefficient of variation
(CV) value of platelet counts with the PLT-O method when we measured the platelet-frag-
mented erythrocyte mixture, whereas those of PLT-F were stable (Fig 3B and Table 1).
Although we have not attempted to clarify the reason for the high CV value of the PLT-O sys-
tem, we suggest that it may be due to the platelet-erythrocyte discrimination algorithm used in
the system. Thus, we can conclude that the PLT-F is the most accurate platelet counting
method among the three methods.

The PLT-F reagents strongly stained some types of granules in the platelets (Fig 2B and 2C).
Because of the cationic properties of the dyes, we hypothesized that the granules might be
platelet dense granules, since their insides are known to be acidic, or mitochondria for their
own genomic DNA and various RNAs. Another suitable candidate would be a subset of α-
granules. Detailed observation of the co-stained platelets revealed that signals from anti-Grp75,
a mitochondrial marker protein, were overlapped with that of the PLT-F stain (Fig 3A). To our
surprise, few significant overlap was found between the PLT-F stain and the other three granule
marker antibody signals (anti-CD63 for dense granules, anti-CD62p for α-granules, or anti-
Calreticulin for other α-granules, dense tubular system or other ER-derived organelles) (Fig 3).
These results strongly suggest that the PLT-F dye mainly stains mitochondria and cytosolic
messenger RNA in platelets. This conclusion is consistent with the fact that mature erythro-
cytes, and hence fragmented erythrocytes from them, do not have mitochondria, cytosolic or
nuclear RNA/DNA, or any other organelle.

As shown above, the PLT-F reagents could be used as a tool to distinguish platelets from
fragmented erythrocytes (Fig 2). In addition, some groups have reported that there was a good
correlation between the PLT-F system and the immunological reference method using platelet-
specific monoclonal antibodies 634 [18, 19] 758. These results suggest that the PLT-F reagents
specifically stain platelets in a crowd of fragmented erythrocytes as well as the platelet-specific
antibodies do. To test this possibility, we compared PLT-F staining with the signals by platelet-
specific antibody, anti-CD41 or anti-CD61, using fluorescent microscopy. Because CD41 and
CD61, also known as glycoproteins GPIIb and GPIIIa, are expressed on platelet membrane
669, the antibodies against these proteins are used in the reference method to count platelets
[7, 8]. Although the PLT-F reagents stained erythrocytes faintly (Figs 2B and 5), the reagents
strongly stained the platelets labeled by these antibodies (Fig 5). Previous reports confirm that
PLT-F and immunological detection with CD antibodies had a strong relationship in blood
specimens from clinical patients [17–20].

Finally, we regenerated the PLT-F scattergram on a multipurpose flow cytometer and exam-
ined the correlation between PLT-F staining and platelet-specific antibody staining (Fig 6).
Even though the target of the PLT-F dye is completely different with the CD antigens, this
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experiment revealed that almost all antibody-labeled platelets could be discriminated from
fragmented erythrocytes on the scattergram, which was described in the same manner in the
PLT-F system (Fig 5). These results are consistent with previous studies that demonstrated that
the PLT-F system was correlated strongly with the immunologic reference method, even when
using samples with a platelet count of less than 30 × 109/l [17–20].

Conclusions
This study suggested that the accurate and precise platelet count of the PLT-F channel is
mainly due to the intraplatelet staining property of the PLT-F reagents. It also indicated that
the PLT-F channel correctly counts platelets in some abnormal specimens that contain small
inhibitory particles, such as fragmented erythrocytes, owing to the properties of the PLT-F
reagents.

Fig 6. The CD41+/CD61+ double-positive particles were separated with PLT-F reagents. The mixture of
platelets and fragmented erythrocytes that were stained with both FITC-labeled and PE-labeled antibodies
were then stained with the PLT-F reagents and examined by flow cytometry. (A) The mixture was stained with
both platelet-specific antibodies (anti-CD41 or anti-CD61, left) and PLT-F reagents (middle). (B) FITC-control
IgG or (C) PE-control IgG was used as a negative control for fluorescence compensation.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0141311.g006
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Supporting Information
S1 Fig. Neither FSC/SSC scattergram nor electrical impedance histogram can separate
platelets and fragmented erythrocytes. The same sample as in Fig 4A was developed with side
scatter and forward scatter (left) or the diameter of each particle calculated from electrical
impedance (EV-Diam, right). Platelets and fragmented erythrocytes could not be separated
with these methods.
(EPS)

S1 File. Statistical Analysis. Table A—p-values between two means of each two platelet count-
ing method. Table B—p-values between two means of each two samples.
(DOC)
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